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ABsTRAcT. In this talk we review some new results about classi-
fication of conjugacy classes of finite subgroups of the planar Cre-
mona group.
                      1. INTRODUCTION
  Let Cr.(k) denote the Cremona group of birational automorphisms
of the projective space IP{lel over a field k. From algebraic point of view
                  Crn(k) = AUtk(ic(ti, • • • , tn)•
When n = 1, the group of Cri(k) is isomorphic to the linear algebraic
group PGL2(k). The description of its finite subgroups is well known.
There is one conjugacy class of each group, and the groups are isomor-
phic to either a cyclic, or dihedral, or the group of symmetries of a
platonic solid. We will be concerned with the case n = 2.
  There are three different aspects of the theory depending on the field
k.
   (i) k = C, the field of complex numbers;
   (ii) k is any perfect field and groups are of order prime to the char-
      acteristic of kn;
  (iii) k is algebraically closed of characteristic dividing the order of
      the group.
  In any case the classification of finite subgroups uses the following
simple idea. For eaÅíh finite subgroup G c Cr2(k) one can find a smooth
rational projective algebraic surface X such that G acts biregularly on
X inducing the same action on the field of rational functions. Two
subgroups are conjugate in Cr2(ic) if and only if the corresponding sur-
faces are birationally G-equivariantly isomorphic. Among all surfaces
X which "regularize" the subgroup G one can choose minimal one in
the sense that it does not allow a non-trivial birational G-equivariantL
morphism X - Y. It follows from Mori's theory of minimal models
that a minimal G-surface X belongs to one of the following classes of
surfaces
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(i) x h鎚 astructure of a conic bundle f : X→巧 withm三0
singular fibres, 
(i) x i日aDel Pezzo surface of degree d with Pic(X)G 9'! Z. 
So the problem in each c削 eis reduced to the classification of finite 
subgroups of the automorphism groups of minimal G-surfaces as above 
and the cl拙 sificationof bir叫ionalG-equivariant isomorphisms between 
minimal surfaces (which are decomposed in elementary links cl部 sified
by V. Iskovskikh [5]). 
2. THE CASE OF COMPLEX NUMBERS 
This is the most classical case, the theory originates from the work 
ofB号出iwho cl総 ifiedthe conjugacy cl部制ofinvolutions in Cr2向．
We refer to the history and referenc部 tothe modern work to our paper 
[4]. 
Theorem 1. Eαch involution in Cr2(C) is conjugαte to either 
(i) de Jonquieres involution; 
(i) a Geiser involution; 
(ii) a Bertini involution. 
Recall the definitio瓜 Ade Jonquieres involution is defined (in its 
増加icfo叫 bythe transformation （川）日（x，司副），where F(x) 
is a polynomial of degree 2g + 1 without multiple roots. 
A Geiser involution is defined geometrically邸 thedeck transforma-
tion of the rational map of degree 2 giveぉbythe linear system of plane 
cubic curv＇側 through7 general points in the plane. A Bertini involu-
tion is defined similarly by the linear system of plane curves of degree 
6 with double points at 8 general points in the plane. 
Already in this special case one sees the dramatic difference of con-
jugacy classes of finite subgroups of the Cremona group and a linear 
algebraic group. Namely, the set of conjugacy clas提sis iぉfinite,and in 
fact can be parametrized by points of algebraic varieties. 
One starts the classification from considering subgroup日ofa conic 
bundle. They belong to the class of de Jonquieres transformations, i.e. 
transformations which c叩 bealgebraically given in the form (x, y) f-+ 
(x，譜諮訟， wherea(x,b(x),c(x),d(x) a問出.tionalfm 
geometric forms a de Jonquiらresもraロsformationcan be define as a 
birational transformation of the plane leaving invariant a pencil of lines. 
Let f: X→IP'1 be a conic bundle and P1, .. , Pm be the 刷 ofpoints 
over which the fibres Xp混乱rereducible conics. Any finite subgroup G 
of A叫（X)fits into an exacもsequenceof groups 
1 －→ H→G→G－→1, 
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where (; c Aut(IP'1) is the image of G in its action on the base of the 
fibration. The group G also acts on the group Pic(X）③Q of X which 
is generated by Kx and components of fibres, taken one from each. A 
conic bundle G-surface X is called exceptionαl if the latter action is 
not trivial. One can describe such conic bundles explicitly. They are 
isomorphic to a hypersurface in IP'(l, 1, g, g) 
F29+2( to, ti) + t2t3 = 0,
where F29+2(t0, t1) is a binary form of degree 2g・Thegroup of autか
morphisms of such a surface is e邸yto describe. It is isomorphic to the 
extension N.P, where Pis the subgroup of PGL2(C) leaving the binary 
form F29(t0, t1) invariant, and N = C : 2 isthe group of matrices with 
determinant土1leaving the binary form むら invariant.This allows one 
to describe al finite subgroups of automorphism of X. 
Assume that X is not an exceptional conic bundle. Then the group 
H leave each fibre凡zinvariant and embeds injectively in the group 
2m := (Z/2zr via switching the components. Since H is a subgroup 
of the general fibre of f : X → ]p>l’it is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
PGL2(K), where K is the field of rational functions on the base. It is 
known that no finite subgroup of this group is isomorphic to a group 
28 with s > 2. This shows that H 9:! 28 with s = 1 or 2. 
The previous argument shows that G is either isomorphic to an ex-
tension 2.P or 22.P, where Pis a finite subgroup of PGL2(C). In the 
first case, the fixed locus of the non-trivial element in 2 isa hyperellip-
tic curve of genus g ramified over the set 2: = {p1, .. ,pm},m = 2g+2, 
(or a rational, or elliptic curve if g < 2)), and Pis its group of叫－
tomorphisms. In the second case, the fixed locus of each non-trivial 
involution Tiε22 is a hyperelliptic curve of some genus p; such that 
ramifies over a subset ~i of~ of cardinality ni such that ~is partitioned 
into three subsets A, B, C with E1 =A+ B, E2 = B + C, E3 =A+ C. 
An example of such surface X is the surface in IP'1×IP'2 given by the 
equation 
αo(to, t1）イ＋α1(to,t1)zJ ＋α2(to, t1)zJ = 0, 
where αo，αI，α2 are binary forms of some degree m. 
Let us now pass to the C酪 ewhen G is realized on a Del Pezzo surface 
of degree d. Recallもhatd takes values between 1 and 9, any surface 
of degree d < 8 isisomorphic to the blow-up of 9 -d distinct points 
in an“unnodal position”（e.g. no three points are collinear). When 
n = 8, X is isomorphic to either IP'1×IP'1 or to the blow-up of one 
point which is not minimal, and can be omitted from consideration. 
When n = 8,the surface X is isomorphic to the projective plane. The 
classification of the conj略acycl剖 S田 offinite subgroups of Aut(IP'1×jp'l) 
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and Aut(IP2）竺 PGL3(C)is one-hundred years old. Assume now thaも
d < 8. If d = 7, the surface Xis not G-minimal since the proper inverse 
transform of the line joining the two point日i日aG-invariant ( -1）ーcurve.
For d < 7 one uses the repr問entationof G in the group of orthogonal 
transformations of the Picard lattice generated by reflections in vectors 
む ξPic(X)such that d口一2.This is the notorious Wey! group of 
a root system ofも.ypeEト d,where, by definition, E3 is equalもotype 
A2×A1, £4 is equal to A4, and £5 is equal to D5・Therepresentation 
is always faithful except in the case d = 6,where the kernel consists of 
the group of projective tran日formationsfixing the three points. Dealing 
with the c拙eby C剖 e,it is possible to classify first the conjugacy classes 
of cyclic subgroups. Then one finds the corresponding surfaces and 
studies po諮sibleadditional symmetries. In this way one achieves a 
complete classification of minimal Del P開店OG-surfaces. The tables 
町egiven in [4]. 
The final日tepin the cl制日ificationis to find out when two minimal 
Del Pezzo G-surfaces are birationally isomorphic. This is achieved by 
Iskovskikh’s classification of elementary li成sbirationally relating two 
Del Pezzo surfaces. For example, minimal Del Pezzo G輸surfaceswith 
d三3are rigid, in the sen開 thatcannot be birationally isomorphic to 
other surfaces. 
3. THE CASE WHEN k IS A PERFECT FIELD AND (#G,char休日＝ 1) 
Here the work has only beg鉛 since,essentially, only the c部eof cyclic 
groups has been studied. Recall that in the c服ek isalgebraically closed 
any cyclic group of order prime to characteristic can be realized by a 
subgroup of projective transformations. It is not anymore true if k 
is not algebraically closed. The relevant useful information about the 
field k isgiven by the followingもWOnumbers. From now on e is a prime 
number different from char（た） and (e be the generator of the group of 
elements of order e ink. 
Set 
teニ［k((e) : k], me = s叩｛d2::1:(edεk((e)}.
For any group A let evi(A) be the order of its Sylow f-subgroup. The 
classification of finite subgroむpsof PGLn+i(k) = Aut（巧） is based on 
the following result [6]. 
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It follows that PGLn+1(k) does not contain elements of prime order 
e ift三n+ 2.For example, Aut(IP~ ） does not contain elements of 
order e >5. 
The first example of an automorphism of order 7 in CrQ(2) w田 given
by J.-P. Serre. It is based on the following idea. 
First he uses the fact from [9] that an algebraic 2-dimensional torus 
over an arbitrary field k isa rational variety （回 alwaysO刊 rk). Then 
he proves the following. 
Theorem 3. Let T be αnαlgebraic k-torusαnd A beαfinite subgroup 
of T(k). Then 
rdim T1 
ve(A）壬m1J一一一｜lゆ（te)J’ 
whereφis the Euler function. Assume me < oo (e.g. k is finitely 
generated over its prime subfield}. Forαny n三 1there exists an 
n-dimensionαl k-torus Tαndαfinite subgro叩 A of T(k) such that 
均（A)=me時務］. 
Corollary 4. A 2・dimensionalk-torus T with T(k) contαini旬開 el-
ement of prime order e > 2 existsザαndonlyザtetαkes vαlues in the 
set {1,2,3,4,6}. 
We can realize a 2-dimensional k-torus T踊 anopen subset of a Del 
Pezzo surface of degree 6 that h出 astructure of a toric k-surface. 
The main result of our paper [3] is the following 
Theorem 5. Let k beαperfect field of chαracteristic p三0. Then 
Cr2(k) containsαn element of prime order e > 5 not equαl to pザαnd
onlyザthereexistsα2-dimensionαlαlgebraic k-torus T such that T(k) 
containsαn element of order e.
We will also prove the following uniqueness result. 
Theorem 6. Assume that k isof chαracteristic 0αnd does not contα叩
αprimitive f-th root of unity. Then Cr2(k) does not contain elements 
of prime order e > 7αndαl elements of order 7 in Cr2(k）αre co吋ugαte
toαπαutomorphism ofαDel Pezzo surfαce of degree 6. 
Using the .description of minimal G-surfaces given in the previous 
section and the fact that a Del Pezzo surface of degree d三3embeds 
in IP~ or admits a canonical double cover of the plane or of quadratic 
cone for d = 2 or d = 1,Serre uses his theorem 2 to estimate an order 
of any finite subgroup of Cr2(k) of order prime to char(k) (see [7]. 
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Theorem 7. Let M(k, €) = 2m + 3 ザ €＝ 2, 
2m ifte = 1,2,€ > 3, 
m if te = 3,4,l' > 3, 
M(k，€いい ぜt= 5,€ > 6 
4 ザte= 1, 2, € > 3or € = 3, te =me= 1, 
2m十 1 otherwise. 
Forαny finite subgroup A of Cr2(k) 
均三 M(k,€).
Morea開 r,M(k, €) is the upper bound of the 的（A).
4.忘VILDSUBGROUPS 
Here we discuss finite subgroups of Cr2(k) of order divisible by p = 
char（め. Again the work is sもilin progress. We study only cyclic 
groups of order p8. We will also describe conjugacy classes of elements 
of order p2 over algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. 
Using the Jordan form it is easy to prove the following 
Lemma 8. For any element of order p8 in Aut（町） we hαve s < 1十
logp(r + 1). 
For example, when r = 1, no elements of order p8, s ~ 2, exist in 
Aut(JPk). This easily implies that 
Theorem 9. Let f : X→JP>l, be a conicるundleandσb官級総tomoれ
phism of X of order p8 preserving the conic bundle. Then s三2.
A closer look at elements of order p2 shows that a minimal automor-
phism of order p2 of a conic bundle X→ JP>l, exist only when p = 2. 
Next we consider the case of Del Pezzo surf：制球日． For example, if 
d = 9, X =JP'~ ， by Lemma 8 we gets~ 2. All elem叩 tsof order p2 are 
conjugate in Aut（時）．
If d = 8, then X 店時× JP>l,because the ruled su ace F 1 isnot 
a-minimal. We know that Aut(F0) contains a subgroup of index 2 
isomorphic to A州IP'k)x Aut(IP'k). Applying Lemma 8 we obtain s = 1 
if pヂ2,and s $ 2 otherwise. The automorphism of X given in a箆ne
coordinates by （久的日待÷1,x) is of order 4. 
If d = 7, as we explained in section 1, the surface is not a-minimal. 
Assume d口 6.Then Aut(X) is isomorpl市 tothe semi-direct prod-
uct T河 G,where T 9:E k*2 is a 2・dimensionaltorus and G is a dihedral 
group D12竺（Z/2Z）× S3・SinceT does not contain elements of order 
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p and D12 does not contain elements of order p8, s > 1,we obtain that 
the only possibility is s = 1 and p = 2, 3. 
Assumed= 5. We know that Aut(X) acts faitl由 lyon the Picard 
group of X of a Del Pezzo surface of degree :; 5. Via this action it 
becomes isomorphic to a subgroup of the Weyl group W(A4）竺 85・
Thus s = 1 unless p = 2 and s = 2. The group W(A4) acts on 
k主竺／£4via its standard irreducible representation on { （α1,. .，α5）ε 
1£5：α1 + .＋α5 = O}. A cyclic permutation of order 4 h回 afixed 
vector. This shows that Xis not a-minimal. 
Starting from the C出 esd :S4, the arguments become a litle more 
involved. The most difficult case is the case d = 1 and p = 2. We will 
give the details. 
The linear system I -2Kxl defines a degree 2 map f : X → Q, 
where Q is a quadratic cone in IP'%. Again, since -Kx is ample, f isa 
finite map, and arguing回 inthe previous case we see that the map is 
separable. The Galois group of the cover is generated by the Bertini 
involution. For any divisor D we have 
、 ? ， ， ，
?
??， ， ． ? 、 D＋ず（D）～2(D・Kx)Kx.
This shows thatβホ actsas the minus identity on the lattice K~. The 
la凶cek去isisomorphic to the root lattice of type E8. The involution 
{3* generates the center of the Weyl group W(E8). 
The automorphism group Aut(X) is a subgroup of W(E8). Possible 
orders p8, s > 1, of minimal automorphisms are 4 and 8 (see [4]). 
So we踊 sumep = 2. The linear system I -Kxl h剖 onebase point 
Po・Blowingit up we obtain a fibrationπ ：X’→円 whosegeneral 
fibre is an irreducible curve of arithmetic genus l. Since -Kx is am-
ple, al fibres are irreducible, and this implies that a general fibre is an 
elliptic curve (see [1]). Let S0 be the exceptional curve of the blow-up. 
It is a section of the elliptic fibration. We take it回 thezero in the 
Mordell-Weil group of sections of 7r. The map f : X→ Q extends to 
a degree 2 separable finite map f' : X’→ F 2,where F 2 isthe mini-
mal ruled surface with the exceptional section E satisfying E2 = 2. 
Its branch curve is equal to the union of E and a curve B from the 
divisor class 3f + e,where f is the class of a fibre and e = [E]. We 
have f '* ( E)= 2So・Theelliptic fibration on X’is the prかimageof the 
ruling of F2・Weknow that T ＝σ2 acts identically on the base of the 
elliptic fibration. Since it also leaves invariant the section S0, it defines 
an automorphism of the generic fibre considered回 anabelian curve 
with zero section defined by S0・Ifr2 = 1, then T is the negation auto-
morphism, hence defines the Bertini transformation of the projective 
plane. Its image in the Weyl group W（ん） generates the center. The 
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group of automorphisms of an abeli認 curvein characteristic 2 isof or-
der 2 ifthe absolute invariant of the curve is not equal to 0 or of order 
24 otherwi日e.In the latter c邸 eit is isomorphic to Q8河島／3,where 
Q8 is the quaternion group with the center generated by the negation 
automorphism (see [8], Appendix A). Thus r4 = 1 and the Weierstrass 
model of the generic fibre is 
ジ2トーα3y+x3÷a4x－トα草=0. 
In global terms the Weierstr拙smodel of the elliptic fibration 7r : X’→ 
lP' is a surface in IP'(l, 1, 2, 3) given by the equation 
y2 ＋α3(u, v)y十x3＋α4(u,v）ぉ十α6(u,v),
where £Li are binary forms of degree i. It is obtained by blowing down 
the section 80 to the point ( u，むx,y)= (0,0,1,1) and is isomorphic 
to our Del Pezzo surface X. The image of the branch curve B is given 
by the equationα3(u,v）は 0,i.e. B is equal to the prφimage of an 
effective divisor of degree 3 on the base plus the section 80・Sincea 
general point of B is aユtorsionpoint of a general fibre, we see that 
al nonsingポarfibr器 ofthe elliptic fibr必onare supersingular elliptic 
curves (i.e. have no non-trivial 2・torsionpoints). An automorphism of 
order 4 of X is defined by 
(u,v,x,y) f--+ (u,v,x十s(u,v)2, y十s(u,v)x + t(u, v), 
where s isbinary forms of degree 1 and t isa binary form of degree 3 
satisfying 
(2) α3 = s3, t2 ＋α3t + s6十α482= 0.
In particular, it shows that向 mustbe a cube, so we can change the 
coordinates ( u,v) to間sumethat s = u，α3 = u3. The second equality 
in (2) tels that t isdivisible by u, so we C拙 writeit器 t= uq for some 
binary form q of degree 2 s絞isfyingq2÷u2q－トポ÷a4= 0.Let αbe a 
root of the equation x2十Z十 1= 0 and b以 q＋αu2.Then b satisfies 
α4 = b2十u2band t = ub十αu3.Conversely, any surface in IP'(l, 1, 2, 3) 
with equation 
(3) y2十u3y+ x3 + (b(u, v)2 + u2b(u, v））ぉ＋α6(u,v）口O
whereるisa quadratic form in ( u，吟 andthe coe話cientat uv5 in a6 is 
not zero (this is equivalent to that the surface is nonsingular) is a Del 
Pezzo surface of degree 1 admitting an automorphism of order 4 
r: (u,v,x,y) f--+ (u,v,x+u2,y十川＋ub＋αua).
Note that r2: (u,v,x,y）日（u,v，忽ラジ十・u3)coincides with the Bertini 
transformation. 
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Theorem 10. Let X be a Del Pezzo surfαce (3). Then it does not 
αdmitαηαutomorphism of order 8. 
Proof. Assume T 口 σ2.Since σleav拙 invariantI -K x I,it fixes its 
unique base point, and lifts to an automorphism of the elliptic日urface
x’pr佃ervingthe zero section S0・Sincethe general fibre of the elliptic 
fibration f : X’→lP' h拙 noautomorphism of order 8ぅthetransfor側
mationσact日nontriviallyon the base of the fibration. Note that the 
fibration has only one singular偽 rePo over （包，v)=(O,l).Itisacus蜘
pidal cubic. The transformationσleaves this fibre invariant and hence 
acts on lP'句作，v）日和，u÷cv)for some cε k. Since the restriction 
ofσto凡 hasat least two distinct fixed points: the cusp and the origin 
九九%き itacts identically on F0 and freely on its complement X’＼Po・
Recall that x’is obtained by blowing up 9 points p1, .. , p9in lP'%, 
the base points of a pencil of cubic curves. ¥Ve may拙 sumethat X 
is the blow・upof the first 8 points, and the exceptional curve over p9 
i日the巴erosection So・LetS be the exceptional curve over any other 
point. We know that β之江σ4is the Bertini involution of X. Applying 
formula (1), we obtain that S・/3(S）ぉ 3.Identifyi時 β（S)and S with 
their pre-images in X’， we see thatβ（S) + S = S0 in the Mordell-Weil 
group of sections ofπ ：x’→町.Thus Sand β（S) meet at与torsion
points of fibres. However, al nonsingular fibres of our fibration are 
s印 ersingularelliptic curves, hence S andβ（ S) can meet only at the 
日ingular白bre凡.Let Q E F0 be the intersection point. The sections 
Sandβ（S) a詑 tangentto each other at Q with multiplicity 3. Now 
consider the orbit of the pair (S，β（ S)) under the cyclic鉱roup（σ）. It 
consists of 4 pairs 
(S，σ4(S)), （ぴS），σ5(S)),（σz(S），σ6(S)), （σ3(S），σ7 (S) ).
Let Di ＝♂（S）十σz÷4(S),i口 1,2, 3, 4. We hav日D1十．．十 D4～
-8Kx,, hence for 4ヂjwe have D；・DJ出（64…16)/12= 4. Let 
Y→X be the blow-up of Q. Since Q is a double point of each Di, the 
proper transform Di of each Di in Y h削 self.備intersection0 and consist日
of two smooth rational curves intersecting at one point with multiplicity 
2. Moreover, we have Di・ DJ= 0. Applying (1), we get DiεJ-2Kxl・ 
Since Q is a double point of Dれ weobtain DiξJ -2Kyj. The linear 
system I -2K y I defines a fibration Y→lP' with a curve of arithmetic 
genus 1田 ageneral fibre (an elliptic or a quasi-elliptic fibration) and 
four singular長bresDi of Kodaira's type I I . The automorphismσ 
札ctson the base of the fibration and the four special fibres form one 
orbit. But the action dσon lP' is of order 2 and this giv部 usa 
contradiction. 口
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Remαrk 1. A computational proof of Theorem 7 w加 givenby J.-P. 
Serre. 
To summarize one can prove the followi碍 result(see [2]}. 
Theorem 11. An element of order p2 not conjugαte toαprojective 
transformαtion exists onlyザp= 2. Assume thαt k is algebraically 
closed. An element of order 4 is either con jugαte to a projective trans-
formation, or conjugαte to an element realized勾αminimalαばomor-
phism ofαconic bundle, orαDel Pezzo surfαce of degree 1. 
For the completeness sake let us add that elements of order p not 
conjugate to a projective transformations occur for any p. They can 
be realized田 automorphismsof conic bundles, and if p = 2, 3, 5酪
automorphisms of Del Pezzo surfaces. 
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